NOTICE

URGENT ATTENTION CANDIDATES

The Medical Counselling Committee (MCC) is in receipt of information/ complaints that some candidates are preparing false and fabricated documents for NRI conversion and presenting them as genuine to show compliance with the directions of the Hon’ble Supreme Court order.

In this regard, it is mentioned that the conversion of Nationality from Indian to NRI done by MCC of DGHS is ‘PROVISIONAL’. MCC verifies only the scanned copies which are submitted by candidates through email.

Such candidates whose nationality has been converted from Indian to NRI need to get their original documents verified at the allotted college during reporting. If required, Institutes may get the documents verified from issuing Embassy & other competent authorities. In case any discrepancy is found by the college authorities in the documents, the seats of such candidates might get ‘cancelled’. Also, any cancellations may be brought to the notice of office of MCC.
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